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Apply Successfully AND 

Build a New Career  

Our Compact Coaching Course 

Supports You with Both

100 % ELIGIBLE FOR FINANCING 
WITH AVGS* 
MEASURE-NO.: 075/5021/20
* Activation and Placement Voucher from the German 

Employment Agency (Agentur für Arbeit/Jobcenter). 
Our coaching is free of charge with AVGS voucher.

CAREER COACHING - AGILE 
YOUR COMPACT ALL-INCLUSIVE 
COACHING PACKAGE

+ You don’t have an AVGS voucher yet? We can assist you. 

+ The approved number of lesson hours on your AVGS 
voucher deviates from our course? We will find a 
solution for you.

+ You prefer part-time instead of full-time coaching? 
We can do it.

+ You need individualized coaching times? This is 
possible (as allowed by law). 

+ Forget about the commute and start out from the 
comfort of your home. You only require an internet 
connection and a compatible device.

All the important topics, 
clearly arranged in 5 sections

Everything included: application – working world – career
Main emphasis individually discussed and agreed upon.
Includes detailed and nonbinding consultation



CAREER COACHING – AGIL (100 UE*)
PRIVATE LESSONS + INDIVIDUALLY  
TARGETED + ACROSS GERMANY
* 1 lesson unit (UE) of 45 minutes

Personal Analysis and Competency Balance  20 UE  

+ potential analysis and previous career trajectory 

+ competency balance: e.g. KODE© Competence Diagnosis and 
 Development 

+ identification of potential labor market areas   + + + 
Market Orientation (incl. Application Strategy) 20 UE 

+ regional und nationwide labor market 

+ hidden labor market: new ways to find a well-matching employer 

+ industry-specific future trends and scenarios 

+ strengthening of intrapreneurship 

+ classic vs. new employment types 

+ analysis of potential employment options  + + + 

Internet & Networking Strategies  20 UE 

+ information gathering methods 

+ personal branding strategies 

+ creation of industry- and employer-focused application materials  

+ agile controlling of the application process 

+ social & digital networking strategies: building and using industry- 
 and business networks (i.a. Xing, LinkedIn, associations) 

+ elevator pitch: convince in 60 seconds  + + + 

Systemic Communication Quality  20 UE 

+ company-specific interview training 

+ technical and content support for live-, online- and 
 phone interviews 

+ basic rules of effective communication 

+ how to implement conflict-free communication  + + + 

Successful at Work with Particular Specialization  20 UE 

+ analysis of relevant work areas in new business fields 

+ project and interim work 

+ supplementary further training measures 

+ business English: international business communication 

+ agile project management using the example of Scrum Master/Scrum 
Product Owner  + + +

please mark if applicable 


